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About This Game

It is believed that, in ancient India there was a noble king who had a throne guided by 13 deities. His kingdom was
prosperous and invincible until an angry sage cursed the royal throne locking the deitie's powers.

One day a renowned archeologist from the United States learns during his archeological site visit in India, that the kingdom
really exists today and its Royal throne is the key to uncover the ancient treasures of India.

His daughter Samantha is set on a magical and unbelievable adventure where she has to revive and unite these deities and
uncover the Secret of a Royal Throne.

Help Samantha uncover the secrets before a new evil lays its claws on the treasure.

Features:

Set in the Ancient ruins of the Secret Empire which was ruled by King Sukarma and the richest kindgom in the history
of the world.

Travel through these mystical lands in search for the secrets hidden throughout.

Uncover mysteries, overcome obstacles and solve puzzles. Discover the secrets of an ancient Indian kingdom that holds
one of the world's most mysterious and glorious treasures.
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Hidden object games, puzzles, tense music and much more combining it into a mind blowing experience of an
unforgettable game.

Hand-painted artwork that will blow your mind.
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 30 Apr, 2016
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I think I would like this game. But I can't get a pass the profile and it gives me to cursors. very upsetting. I uninstalled it twice
and got the same thing. How I feel right now is upset.. I found the story line ok but what really got me was when you hit the hint
button it would flash so fast you didn't have any time to read it. I had wait and let the hint button fill up to read it again. It took
several times to see the hint.. this game is terrible. Some games are bad without trying. this game really tried and succeded.
puzzles areset so if you are called away you cant get off the screen so you have to pass. the only good thing about this game is its
pretty. not recommended for anyone who wants to have a good experience. it really is awful. cybermom 22. This game was
terrible. Puzzles were too easy and more for a young child. Some of the puzzles didn't make sense.. utter rubish
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